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Needs Assessment Certificate
Identify individual and organizational performance needs 
to develop the most effective solutions.

REGISTER

Racing to create course materials and roll out initiatives without 
upfront analysis of what drives the need or knowing how to ensure 

results is shortsighted. In this highly practical course, you will learn a 
systematic approach for conducting your own training needs assessment 
of individual and organizational performance that prompts requests for 
learning and development solutions. 

Learn to use an ATD-exclusive needs assessment process to identify 
individual or organizational needs prior to developing training and other 
learning solutions. As a result, the effectiveness of the programs you 
develop will increase.

Certificate of  
Completion

2 Days to 
Complete or 

14 Hours Online 
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On-Site 
Offerings 
Available 

Our Needs 
Assessment 
Course Model

Organizational Needs
• “Why this, why now?”

Performance Needs
• “What do people need to do for us 

to achieve our organizational goals?”

•  “What are they not doing that we 
need to address?”

•  “Why aren’t they doing what they 
need to do?”

Performer Needs
• “Who are the performers and what 

do they already know?”

Potential Solutions
• “What is the best way to address any 

knowledge or skill gaps?”

• “What are other solutions?”

•  “How will we know if the solutions 
are effective?”

Present Your Findings
•  How will you gain acceptance for 

your findings?

Needs 
Assessment 

Lifecycle 

Organizational 
Needs

Present 
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Findings

Potential 
Solutions
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Performance 
Needs
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During this two-day workshop facilitated by a seasoned 
practitioner, you will learn to “go slow so you can move fast” 
when taking on a project. 

In this program, you will:
•  Learn to stop operating in order-taker mode and relying solely on your 

stakeholder’s learning solution inputs.

• Align learning solutions with business outcomes to maximize impact, increase 
your professional competence, and ensure you are a valued partner to your 
organization.

• Gain access to data collection tools and methods you can use immediately on 
the job to assess business and performance needs.

 
After this program, you will be able to: 
• Apply a systematic process to conducting a needs analysis that aligns learning 

solutions with business outcomes.

•  Increase credibility and use a collaborative approach to conduct a needs 
analysis.

•  Determine organizational goals with key stakeholders.

•  Collaborate with others to identify the individual performance levels necessary 
to meet organizational goals.

•  Isolate organizational factors, including knowledge and skill gaps, that 
contribute to current performance levels.

•  Identify constraints on the learning project.

•  Develop recommendations that incorporate formal, informal, and social 
learning strategies.

Derived From ATD Research, 
Backed by Our Competency Model  

Related Learning 
Offerings
ATD Master Performance 
Consultant™ Program
Analyze performance gaps. 
Deliver impactful solutions. 
Foster exemplary performance.

Improving Human 
Performance Certificate
Enhance performance with a 
systematic and results-based 
approach, driven by business 
needs.

Instructional Design 
Certificate
Leverage exclusive ATD tools 
and templates to develop 
the most powerful, bottom 
line–focused learning.

Training Design and 
Delivery Certificate
A five-day instructional design 
and training delivery boot 
camp.

Writing for Instructional 
Design and Training 
Certificate
Improve the quality of your 
learning programs through 
clear, engaging writing.
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Module 1: Needs Assessment 
Process: What and How

• Organizational Needs

• Potential Sources for Organizational Goals 
Checklist

• Case Study: Right Communications

•  Case Study: Sample Needs Assessment

•  Performance Needs

•  Identify Key Tasks/Competencies Activity

•  Case Study: Identify Key Tasks/Competencies

•  Task Analysis Checklist

•  Competency Checklist

• Performance Gap Example Activity

• What Is Open Systems Thinking? Activity

•  Case Study: Cause Analysis

•  Performer Needs

•  Critical Questions Activity

•  Potential Solutions

•  Case Study: Potential Solutions

•  Recommended Solutions Activity

•  Case Study: Evaluation Strategy 

•  Findings and Recommendations

•  Case Study: Findings and Recommendations

Introduction

• Self-Assessment Activity

• Needs Assessment Overview

• Needs Assessment Matching Exercise Activity

MODULE 1
Needs Assessment 

Process: What and How
INTRODUCTION
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COURSE OVERVIEW

Module 3: Addressing Resistance 
to Needs Assessment

• Team Challenge Activity

• Potential Challenges and Solutions

• Alternatives to Formal Needs Assessment

• Gaining Support Activity

• Building Credibility and Collaboration

Module 2: Common Data 
Collection Methods

• Types of Data Collection Methods

•  Data Collection Methods Activity

•  Interview Planning Checklist

•  Creating an Interview Guide

• Example Interview Guide

•  Effective Questions

•  Conducting an Individual Interview

•  Conducting Interviews Checklist

•  Data Collection Method #2: Observing Work 
Products and Work Procedures

•  Advantages and Risks of Work Observation

•  Observing Work and Work Products Checklist

•  Rating Tools

•  Case Study: Work Observations Sample Data 

•  Data Collection Method #3: Focus Groups

•  Planning for a Focus Group

•  Interview Questions Checklist

• Conducting a Focus Group

• Variations on the Focus Group

• Data Collection Method #4: Surveys

• Advantages and Risks: Data Collection Methods

• Activity: Data Collection Methods

MODULE 2
Common Data 

Collection Methods

MODULE 3
Addressing Resistance 
to Needs Assessment

Additional Tools and Resources: 
•  Needs Assessment Checklist

• Organizational Factors Checklist

• Survey Planning Checklist

• Work Observations Sample Data Case Study

What Participants 
Are Saying

“One of the valuable things I gained from the ATD 

Needs Assessment training was the confidence to 

help others navigate through the change process. 

Recognizing the challenges we face with resources 

as a company has helped me proactively guide 

learners and mitigate unnecessary discomfort they 

may experience from the results and integration of 

the needs assessment process.”
—Logan Welsh

Needs Assessment Participant
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Situation Description Sources

 New Technology

Introduction of new technology to 
the organization may require changes 
in individual performance.

• Executives

• IT department

• Marketing

• Performers

• Subject matter experts



New Employees
or Expanding 
Employee Roles

The organization hires new 
employees or wants to prepare 
employees for additional new 
responsibilities.

• Executives

• Human resources

• Line management

• Recently hired performers


Business 
Opportunity

Introduction of something new 
to the organization, such as a new 
product or new business philosophy 
or strategy, may require changes in 
individual performance.

• Executives

• Marketing

• Performers


Business Problem

The organization needs to respond 
to a problem in which business goals 
are not being met, apparently due 
to a problem in individual or group 
performance.

• Customers

• Employees

• Executives

• Managers

• Performers

• Subject matter experts

Potential Sources for Organizational Goals: 
Checklist

RESOURCE SAMPLE

Use this checklist to select sources to contact for various types of organizational goals.

© ATD Managing Learning Programs Certificate Program
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We Are Here to Help You and Your Team Learn, Grow, and Improve!

Organizations 
Have Trained 
With Us

Register Online 
• Visit www.td.org/

needsassessmentcert. 
• Choose your preferred dates 

and times. 

• Click Enroll. 

• Follow the cart and checkout 
prompts.

Register a Team/ 
On-Site Training
Interested in bringing a 
course to your company as 
an on-site learning event? 

Call: 888.816.7813 
Email: enterprise@td.org

 

Over the last 75 years, our mission has been to 
empower talent development professionals 

with the knowledge and skills they need to be 
successful and remain competitive. We accomplish 
this by providing learning that sticks and leads to 
measurable results in your on-the-job performance.

What You Can Expect From an ATD Course
 Research- and competency-based learning with 

applied adult learning principles 

 Hands-on practical activities 

 An engaging environment that builds confidence 
and makes learning personally relevant 

 Actionable take-home materials to ensure real 
application back at work

95+
Course 
Topics

900+

120+
Countries 
With 
an ATD 
Presence

Professionals 
Have Learned 
With ATD 
Education

100,000+

Register by Phone or 
Get a Consultation
Not sure what to take? 
Call a professional development 
specialist to help you enroll. 
They can give you course 
recommendations based on your 
learning goals and your role.

Call: 855.404.2783
Visit: www.td.org/learningpath 

Ready to Get Started?

http://www.td.org/learningpath

